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Why Inclusive growth?



Work isn’t working well enough

• 60% of people in poverty are now in work
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Growth and average wages – the broken link
GDP and wages in the UK, 1971=100

• Since financial crisis, growth has 
returned but real wages have 
been static

• Trend since late 90s = GDP 
growth outstripping wage growth –
this is historically unusual (see 
upper graph)

• IPPR: “under successive 
governments, the gains from 
growth have been very unequally 
shared”.

Source: ONS Annual Survey of Household 
Earnings. Note that some data values are 
missing for some years, and data for 2017 is 
provisional, subject to revision.



6Percentage of workers earning less than Living wage





Insecurity – self employment & gig econ
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And…..



What is Inclusive Growth?



Definitions of Inclusive Growth
Organisation Definition

European Commission 

(2010)

‘Inclusive growth means empowering people through high levels of employment, investing in 

skills, fighting poverty and modernising labour markets, training and social protection systems 

so as to help people anticipate and manage change, and build a cohesive society.’

OECD (2014) ‘A rise in the multidimensional living standards of a target income group in society.’

World Economic Forum 

(2015)

‘Output growth that is sustained over decades, is broad-based across economic sectors, 

creates productive employment for a great majority of the country’s working age population, 

and reduces poverty.’

Scottish Government (2015)
‘Growth that combines increases in prosperity with greater equity, creates opportunities for all 

and distributes the dividends of increased prosperity fairly.’

Royal Society of Arts (2017)

‘Enabling as many people as possible to contribute to and benefit from growth:

• Social – benefitting people across the labour market spectrum, including groups that face 

particularly high barriers to high quality employment;

• Place-based – addressing inequalities in opportunities between different parts of the 

country and within economic geographies.’
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Inclusive Growth shifts – First order 
principles



Cities and regions leading on 
inclusive growth
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Metro Mayors - the new force in England
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The Mayor’s powers and priorities



The Industrial Strategy

Grand Challenges

Artificial intelligence
and data

Clean growth

Future of mobility

Ageing society 



Some leading Inclusive Growth initiatives

• West Midlands – Launch of Inclusive growth unit in partnership 
with social and economic partners – “Cranes to 
Communities”

• North of Tyne – Inclusive Economy Board, Inclusive Economy 
Innovation Fund – “Home of Ambition” for all

• Belfast, North of Tyne, West Mids - development of bespoke 
Inclusive Growth investment frameworks



Emerging themes

Business 

• Good work pledges, promoting Living Wage & in-work progression

• Investing in businesses committed to good work standards

• Internationalisation & inclusive growth – what kind of investments?

Education & Skills

• Targeted skills linked to emerging pipeline of projects

• Long term commitment to employer engagement 

Changing horizons

• Making connections for school kids & families

• Different narrative about communities, place & growth 



What gets measured gets done



Broader GVA metrics
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Logic Testing

Commercial
Viability

Value for Money 

Financial Probity

Operational
Probity

Green Book Assessment (HM 
Treasury)

Growth Deals Assessment (DCLG) Inclusive Growth Decision Making Framework 
(JRF)

ERDF 
(European Union)

Strategic Case:
What is the case for change? What 
problem is being solved and why is 
the IoI best option?

Commercial Case:
Is the IoI attractive to commercial 
providers and which procurement 
procedure is best? 

Economic Case:
Is the IoI good value for money?
What is the CBA?  Will ongoing costs 
be reduced? 

Financial Case:
Is it affordable to the funder. How 
funded and cost to funder

Management Case:
Does the funder have the capacity to 
manage the IoI and mitigate risk?

Strategic Case:
What is the case for intervention, 
market failure, or opportunities to 
accelerate? 

Value for money Case:
What is the return on GVA? (e.g. the 
total GVA produced per £1 spent)? 

Delivery and Risk Case:
Does the funder have the capacity to 
manage and mitigate risk?

Strategic Case:
How does the project fit with specific 
call for proposals?

Value for Money Case:
What is the unit cost of outputs 
against quality?

Deliverability Case:
Can the project be delivered in the 
time period?

Inclusive Growth Impact What is the 
estimated impact per capita?

Operational Considerations:
Can the project be managed to 
maximise inclusive growth?

Inclusive Growth
Impact

2

3

Strategic Case
Will the IoI support Inclusive Growth 
and if so, how?

1

An Inclusive Growth Decision Making Framework 



NTCA Interventions & Inclusive Economy Workshop

5/09/2018

North Tyne: Investment Fund 
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The North of Tyne team have 

provided a list of potential benefits 

in the following areas:

▪ Employment

▪ Training and skills

▪ Business

▪ Infrastructure

▪ Digital connectivity

▪ Housing

▪ Financial

▪ Transport, and 

▪ Tourism and culture

Overarching Impact Measures

Additional jobs created

GVA growth

Closing the gap between average wages in the 

UK and the average wage level in NT 

Reducing inactivity levels

Increasing the numbers of people with a level 3 

qualification

Private sector leverage



Target cohorts



Bringing it all together – Integrated 
Inclusive growth 



Inclusive growth in practice

• Mission driven Collaborative Leadership – defining 
challenge and objectives

• Identifying the anatomy of inclusive growth in specific 
places – what’s the challenge?

• Agreeing an inclusive growth narrative 

• Building skills and tools for collaborative system 
leadership to mobilise all available resources and assets

• Direct citizen and business engagement



Inclusive growth in practice

• Projects, investment & spending  

• Not just the same old projects

• Social and economic interventions as well as capital 
projects

• Commissioning and not just a bid process

• Increase quantum and proportion of preventative 
expenditure



Inclusive growth in practice 

• Skills and education
• Shift focus to human capital development from cradle to grave, key 

measures of progress school readiness at 5, literacy & numeracy at 
KS3

• Collaboration across system of schools, colleges and employment 
support to prioritise better quality vocational education

• Increase ’visibility’ of career & employment paths & strengthen social 
networks through co-ordinated local business relationships with 
schools



Inclusive growth in practice

• Place based economic/industrial strategy
• Know your place in granular detail, with sectoral and cluster analysis

• Identify how can improve productivity & career progression in low wage 
sectors

• Be clear about economic relationships between places & how growth can 
most effectively be driven

• Economic assets and anchor institutions
• Be clear which are the major economic assets in your place, including 

businesses, universities, hospitals

• Engage them in developing a collective approach to inclusive growth, 
focusing on employment, skills, local supply chains, wellbeing.

• Create an expectation that new investors will want to sign up to this approach.






